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Description Description 2024 Jayco Jay Flight SLX 262RLSW, Jayco Jay Flight SLX travel
trailer 262RLSW highlights: Private Bedroom w/Own Entry Jack-Knife Sofa Radius
Shower Rear Living You can comfortably sleep up to six people in this trailer
thanks to the RV queen bed in the front bedroom, plus the booth dinette and jack-
knife sofa in the main living area! The chef of your crew will have a three burner
cooktop and microwave oven to prepare meals, and everyone can store their
favorite drinks in the 8 cu. ft. 12V refrigerator. The walk-through bath is spacious
and includes a radius shower, toilet, a sink, and linen closet and is the full width of
the unit. The outside storage will let you bring along camp chairs and games,
fishing poles and more, plus the 18' power awning with LED lights will create a
nice place to gather in the evenings! The Jayco Jay Flight SLX travel trailer is
quite easy to own because it is lightweight, and it comes with a single axle. Built
on a fully integrated A-frame with galvanized-steel, impact-resistant wheel wells,
the Jay Flight SLX has quality at its very foundation. That quality continues on to
the electric self-adjusting brakes, easy-lube hubs, Magnum Truss roof system,
and LP quick connect. Some of what the mandatory Customer Value Package
includes backup camera prep, Keyed-Alike entry and baggage doors, marine
grade exterior speakers, and an on-demand tankless water heater. The optional
STX Edition for Indiana built units only and the optional Baja Package built for
Idaho unit only includes Goodyear off-road tires, an enclosed underbelly, a deluxe
graphics package, and a wide-stance axle to name a few features. Sleeps 6
Slideouts 1

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: T79620
VIN Number: 1UJBC0BPXR1YY0139
Condition: New
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2024 Jayco Jay Flight SLX 262RLSW $40,049
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Item address 1200 10th Street, 67530, Great Bend, Kansas, United States
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